From Strategy to Implementation—
Across the Entire Supply Chain
Helping clients achieve supply chain excellence since 1973.

A unique consultancy dedicated to helping clients
tackle their distinct supply chain needs and challenges

Miebach—The Supply Chain Engineers
Miebach Consulting was founded 1973
in Frankfurt, Germany and has
successfully executed more than
10.000 international projects over 45
years. With more than 350 employees
in 24 offices around the world, Miebach
is one of the leading supply chain
focused consulting and logistics
engineering companies.

From Indianapolis to Shanghai, from
Berlin to Santiago de Chile: Across the
globe, Miebach Consulting writes
stories of success by integrating global
supply chain consulting and local
engineering services.

Miebach Consulting has worked with Canada Post to provide
concept design, business case analysis, profiling, facility layout
designs of material and personnel flows and processes improvement. We consider Miebach Consulting a competent and
valued consultant for Logistics Engineering - including automation and process integration.
Bill Hall, Senior Lead Sort Processes Postal Transformation
Canada Post

Eli Lilly and Company has successfully partnered with Miebach
on large supply chain projects. Our successful partnership was
due in large part to the high quality consultants and engineers
on the Miebach team.

Our Supply Chain Engineering
approach designs and integrates value
chains, network structures, processes
and intralogistics along the Supply
Chain. Strategy, organization and
technology are taken into consideration. As a result you get what we
stand for: Supply Chain Excellence.

As a holistic consultancy and engineering enterprise, Miebach sets the
standard in the combination of strategic knowledge and implementation
capabilities. Our experience in research, development and best practice
makes us a natural partner for companies that need to respond dynamically
to change and we ensure that all
objectives can be achieved in the
implementation of their projects.

Kristi Meyer, Director, PRD Materials Management
Eli Lilly and Company, USA, Inc.

Our Clients
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Mann & Hummel
Mercedes
BMW
Save-A-Lot
L'Oreal
BP
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PepsiCo
Mondelez
Hugo Boss
Carhartt
Canada Post
DannonWave

•
•
•
•
•
•

Amgen
Moen
Pfizer
Helly Hansen
Walmart
NSK Corporation

Strategy Meets Implementation
From procurement to production and
distribution through to the market: our
services span the complete supply
chain. We conduct holistic studies of
strategies, business operations and
logistics functions and develop detailed
solutions for the entire supply chain or
specific sectors, always ensuring
on-time implementation.

Supply Chain Transformation
Companies and their supply chains
require continual adjustments due to
global competition and changing
customer needs. The measures for
supply chain optimization developed
and implemented by Miebach achieve
sustainable competitive advantages.

Engineering and Implementation
More than four decades ago Dr.
Miebach adopted a custom-ized
approach to the optimization of
distribution and produc-tion processes
and began to design and implement
logistics facilities, independence and
neutrality still characterize our work
today. Our know-how and market
insight continues to enable Miebach to
developed and realize automated
warehouses and robotic applications
today.

Industries we serve

Operational Excellence
As no two companies are identical,
Miebach’s analysis and recommendations meet the individual needs of its
customers. We optimize processes on
multiple operational levels to improve
overall performance and to create
value streams.
Having always maintained a model of
an independent advisor, we only
recommend solutions, systems, or
software that will maximize the returns
of our client's investment.
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Aftermarket and Spare Parts
Automotive
Chemical
Consumer Goods
Fashion & Apparel
Manufacturing & High Tech
Pharmaceutical & Medical Devices
Retail
Third Party Logistics

Miebach worldwide

Our North American Offices
Indianapolis

Montreal

Mexico City

151 N. Delaware, Suite 1770
Indianapolis, IN 46204

1010 Sherbrooke Ouest 2505
H3A 2R7 Montreal, Quebec

USA
Tel. +1 317 423 3126

Canada
Tel. +1 514 973 1161

Av. Presidente Masaryk 29 Piso 6
Del. Miguel Hidalgo CP 11560
Mexico City
Mexico
Tel. +52 55 5250 7912

Banich@miebach.com

Laliberte@miebach.com

Mexico@miebach.com

www.miebach.com

